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Abstract
We introduce ProLinguist, an approach that uses
program synthesis to automatically synthesize explicit string transformation rules from input-output
examples for NLP tasks. Our algorithm is able
to learn rules not only where the output depends
on the surrounding input context, but also stateful
rules, where it also depends on the results of applying transformation rules to the input context. Our
algorithms work for both small and large amounts
of potentially noisy training data. Furthermore,
the learning process, as well as the level of abstraction of the inferred rules, can be controlled
by an expert by providing linguistic knowledge
to ProLinguist in the form of a Domain Specific
Language. We demonstrate ProLinguist on a variety of NLP tasks ranging from textbook phonology problems to a more complex grapheme-tophoneme conversion for Hindi and Tamil, showing
that it can produce interpretable rules from small
amounts of training data.

1

Introduction

String transformations are at the heart of many NLP tasks
such as grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) conversion [Novak et
al., 2012], morphological analyzers [Karttunen and Beesley,
2005], transliteration [Knight and Graehl, 1998] and machine
translation [Knight, 2007]. Typically, these transformation
rules are either hand-coded (e.g., [Choudhury, 2003]), or
learned from data in the form of Deterministic Finite-state Automata (DFA) [Beesley and Karttunen, 2003; Casacuberta and
Vidal, 2004], decision trees (e.g., [Lee and Oh, 1999]), etc.
With the rise of neural networks, sequence-to-sequence models (e.g., RNNs and biLSTMs) are also commonly used for
these tasks [Bahdanau et al., 2014]. Here, the transformation
rules are learned from large amounts of training data, and are
implicitly represented in the structure of the network. However, the two approaches —(1) learning interpretable rules
from small amounts of data that would inform a linguist, and
(2) learning models from large amounts of training data for
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developing language application— have largely remained independent and are presently drifting further apart due to complete non-interpretability of neural models.
We use program synthesis techniques (see, for example,
[Gulwani, 2011; Solar-Lezama et al., 2005; Alur et al., 2013])
to automatically learn string transformation rules from data.
The generated rules are interpretable, and the level of abstraction can be controlled by the user by providing an appropriate Domain Specific Language (DSL), which specifies the set
of transformation operations. Existing synthesis algorithms
can be used to learn rules that transform an input token to a
corresponding output token. It is also possible to make the
transformation rule depend on the input context, by providing the surrounding input tokens also as additional inputs to
the synthesis algorithm. However, learning stateful rules require more than the input context. They require, in addition,
the results of the transformations applied to the input context.
This is the key insight behind Stateful Noisy Disjunctive Synthesis (Stateful-NDSyn), which is the main algorithm in the
paper. Stateful-NDSyn generates stateful rules using multiple passes, and multiple stages in each pass over the input
string. In each stage, the results of the outputs of the previous
stages are passed in as inputs, and the system learns a function over the history of the past results as well as current input
to produce the output. In that sense, our approach transports
intuitions from recurrent neural networks (such as RNNs or
LSTMs) to program synthesis.
Stateful-NDSyn builds on significant recent advances in
program synthesis. FlashMeta [Polozov and Gulwani, 2015]
is a powerful framework where the user can input a DSL and
the synthesis algorithm restricts the space of rules to the rules
expressible by the DSL. By tuning the DSL, the user can
convey domain specific intuitions to the synthesis algorithm
and learn domain specific rules taking into account such intuitions. Noisy Disjunctive Synthesis (NDSyn), was recently
developed to handle noisy labeled data in program synthesis [Iyer et al., 2019]. Our algorithm Stateful-NDSyn, developed in this paper, builds on NDSyn, and learns stateful rules
by applying multiple passes as mentioned before. Additionally, since we build on NDSyn and FlashMeta, we are able
to handle noise in the inputs, and also allow domain experts
to specify domain and language specific intuitions. Previous
works [Barke et al., 2019; Ellis et al., 2015] on applying program synthesis to the phonological rule problem are able to

learn contextual rules from small noise-free datasets, but not
stateful ones.
These new capabilities enable productive use of program
synthesis for NLP problems, which has not been possible before. We demonstrate our approach on various lexical and
textbook problems as well on a more complex G2P conversion
task for two languages —Hindi and Tamil. ProLinguist can
learn very accurate and linguistically interpretable rules from
an order of magnitude fewer labelled input-output examples as compared to state-of-the-art machine learning systems
[Linzen, 2020].
The primary contributions of this work are: (1) We propose a novel stateful program synthesis algorithm called
Stateful-NDSyn, to learn linguistic rules. Stateful-NDSyn
can be used to learn stateful transformation rules from both
small as well as large amounts of data. (2) We demonstrate
the applicability of this algorithm for various phonological
tasks. We also incorporate an elegant way to include domain
knowledge during synthesis. (3) We have implemented the
Stateful-NDSyn algorithm in a tool ProLinguist, and demonstrate various aspects of ProLinguist such as generalizability,
flexibility, interpretability of the rules, and the ability to handle noise and identify outliers. (Sec 4).

2

Problem Setting

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of program synthesis
in NLP problems, we chose a set of phonological processes
across different languages and a well-studied task of G2P
conversion. Traditionally, these tasks have been approached
through rule-based techniques and therefore, the rules are well
documented for many languages. Consequently, unlike more
complex sequence-to-sequence tasks, e.g., MT, the chosen
tasks provide us a direct way of evaluating and comparing
the string transformation programs synthesized by our system
against the rules designed by experts.
While program synthesis can be applied to any string transformation problem, phonological processes and tasks like
grapheme to phoneme transformation are particularly suited
for program synthesis. The transformations are typically independent of other linguistic layers: therefore, the information for learning the re-write/transform rules is present exclusively in the input-output examples. Further, these processes operate on natural classes that are universal to most
languages (e.g., place of articulation or manner of articulation classes). This allows a program synthesizer to operate
on a single domain-specific language, with very few custom
per-language features.
Primer on Program Synthesis. Example-based program
synthesis is a technique for synthesizing programs from a
given DSL that are consistent with a small number of given
examples. The key difference between program synthesis engines and other rule induction techniques is that program synthesis engines are able to learn complex programs
(rules) from just 1-2 training examples, at the cost of being very domain specific (see, for example, [Gulwani, 2011;
Rolim et al., 2017]). In our work, we use the FlashMeta program synthesis algorithm [Polozov and Gulwani, 2015], as
implemented in the PROSE framework [Microsoft, 2015]. In

the FlashMeta framework, a synthesis task is given by a DSL
L and a set of input-output examples ik 7→ ok , and the framework synthesizes a program P ∈ L such that P (ik ) = ok
for each k. As a simple example, L for learning sub-string
transformations can look like
out := Substring(x, pos, pos);
pos := const_int | regex_search(x, r)
Given an input-output instance like {Mr Foo 7→ Mr}, the
synthesizer can output a program like Substring(x, 0,
regex_search(x, '\s')).
We refer the reader to the rich literature in this area [SolarLezama et al., 2005; Alur et al., 2013; Gulwani, 2011;
Polozov and Gulwani, 2015; Singh and Gulwani, 2012], and
to [Gulwani et al., 2017] for a survey of techniques. In summary, program synthesis allows us to generate candidate rules
from a small number of examples.
Notations. The task at hand is to transform a sequence
of input tokens i0 i1 . . . in to a sequence of output tokens
o0 o1 . . . om . We assume that the ik ’s and ok ’s are drawn from
a universe of input and output tokens I and O, respectively.
In the lexical tasks, the universe I is the set of underlying
form, and the set O is the set of surface form. In the G2P scenarios, I is the set of orthographic symbols or graphemes in
the script of the language, and O is the set of phones. The program synthesis technique we use produces rules of the general
form A → B/X_Y
• This notation can be summarized as phoneme or feature
vector A is re-written as phoneme or feature vector B
when the left context is X and right context as Y [Chomsky and Halle, 1968]. In ProLinguist, the context can be
more than a single character.
• To encompass all the rules inferred by ProLinguist,
we overload this notation. Specifically, we let A be
graphemes and X, Y be predicates over graphemes as
well as phonemes.
• Also, in cases where A takes grapheme values from an
Indian language, we denote both the grapheme in native
alphabet followed by its ITRANS [Chopde, 2001] notation denoted between ⟨ ⟩ (for example, च⟨cha⟩).

3 Program Synthesis for NLP
As stated before, the task of the program synthesis engine is
to take as input, examples of the form
i0 . . . in 7→ o0 . . . om , and produce rules of the form A →
B/X_Y . We assume that the alignment between input and
output characters is given to us during training.
Given the alignment, we use the term token-level examples to denote the input-output behavior of single tokens in
the context of a whole word. For example, in the input-output
example बचपन ⟨bachpan⟩ 7→ [b@.Ù.p@.n], one token-level example is given by च⟨cha⟩ → [Ù] /ब_पन .
Providing Domain Knowledge. We allow a domain expert
to provide domain-specific features. In Hindi and Tamil, the
featural properties used are place of articulation features (e.g.,
[guttaral], [palatal], and [retroflex]) and manner of articulation features (e.g., [plosive], [nasal] and [fricative]), respectively. These are well-known and universal phonological fea-

tures that are expected to influence the G2P rules of many
languages.
In addition to these, we provide features such as [C],
[half vowel], and [full vowel] for whether a token is a consonant, an inherent vowel, or an overtly marked vowel respectively. The last two features are specific to the orthographies of Tamil and Hindi, or more generally - abugidas1 . We
also include certain universal phonological features such as
[+voi], [−son], [−syll].
Domain specification language Our DSL is equivalent to
SPE rules. The main kinds of operators are as follows:
• Positioning. We use relPos(token, i) operators to identify the context relative to the token of interest. For example, relPos(token, 2) and relPos(token, −1) refer to
the position follows token 2 places to the right, and immediately left of token, respectively.
• Predicates. The predicates are Boolean functions on tokens. We use two atomic predicates, and their Boolean
combinations. (1) HasFeature(F, token) which returns
true if token has the feature F, (2) Match(y, token)
which returns true if token is equal to y.
• Transformations. Transformations are given partial
functions that map tokens to tokens. We use a set
of atomic transformation as detailed below, as well as
conditional transformations of the form if(pred) trans
where pred is a predicate and trans is a transformation.
We list the atomic transformations used in our DSL
here: (1) DefaultTransformation(token) operator provides
the default transformation of token including the implicit
vowel if any. For example, DefaultTransformation(च) :
च⟨cha⟩ 7→ /Ù@/. (2) ReplaceBy(token, y) operator is a
general purpose operator which transforms token to y. As an
example, in English Past Tense, one of the transformations
is ReplaceBy(b,bb) : ⟨b⟩ 7→ ⟨bb⟩. (3) (Hindi and Tamil)
DeleteSchwa(token) operator deletes the implicit schwa from
the default translation of token. We represent this operator as
DeleteSchwa(च) : च⟨cha⟩ 7→ /Ù/. This transformation can
also be represented by using only phonemes as /@/ 7→ ∅.
(4) RetainSchwa(token) operator adds a feature to a token
marking that the implicit schwa in the abugida cannot be
deleted by additional transformations.
We share the same DSL across all the tasks in our experiments (Sec 4).

3.1 Stateful Noisy Disjunctive Synthesis
NLP problems brings a unique combination of challenges to
program synthesis.
• Noise. For many languages, the available data-sets
themselves are noisy due to the lack of high-quality
phonemic transcriptions. In such cases, the dataset itself is built using approximate techniques.
• Exceptions. Additionally, languages almost always
have exceptions to their standard phonological rules.
These may be due to loan words or other in-language
exceptions.
1
An abugida or alphasyllabary, is a writing system in which
consonant–vowel sequences are written as a unit

• Statefulness. Linguistic rules often interact in a stateful
manner. For example, applying one rule to a grapheme
will often change what rule should apply on neighboring
graphemes.
Example 3.1. In the Hindi G2P case, a well-known stateful
rule (see [Choudhury, 2003]) is equivalent to “If the preceding
and following characters’ schwa is marked as to be retained
by previous rule applications, delete the current schwa”. Note
that this rule is not the same as /@/ → ∅/@_@ .
We develop a novel program synthesis algorithm Stateful-NDSyn to synthesize stateful rules from
a given set of noisy phonemic transcription examples D.
Algorithm 1 describes the high level procedure for
Stateful-NDSyn consisting of three steps in a loop:
• Repeatedly sample a small number (usually 1-3) of examples D′ from D, and use a classical (noise-free) program synthesis to produce a large number of candidate
rules R′ .
• Choose a subset of rules R ⊆ R′ that cover all (or most)
of the examples in the full data set D with the least
amount of errors. This is done with a approximate set
cover algorithm.
• Apply the selected rules to the data-set, annotate each
token with an additional feature that corresponds to the
which rule from R (if any) was applied on that specific
token. In the next iteration of the loop, NDSyn may use
these additional features to generate rules.
The first two steps are a variant of the NDSyn algorithm
from and has been shown to filter out random noise from a
dataset [Iyer et al., 2019]. The third step is crucial to synthesizing stateful rules: The annotations allow the following
iterations to use the information generated from the current
set of rules. We repeat this loop till significant inputs are covered. The output of this algorithm are a stratified set of rules
R = ⟨R0 , R1 , . . . , Rn ⟩ along with outliers (Sec 4.3). Intuitively, these rules are applied in sequence, i.e., first apply all
rules in R0 , and then R1 and so on.
Synthesizing Rules from a DSL. The procedure Synth in
Algorithm 1 is repeatedly called with a small number of tokenlevel examples D′ , and produces a candidate rule from the
DSL using the FlashMeta synthesis procedure. In all passes
but the first, the synthesizer may generate rules that depend
on the new annotated features and outputs from the previous passes. An additional complication in this step is the size
of the context to allow: choosing very large contexts allows
for very specific rules which may only apply in a few words,
while very small contexts may not be sufficient to express the
required rules. In practice, we start with a context size of 1
(i.e., the tokens preceding and succeeding the current one),
and increase the context size over the course of the algorithm.
Selecting rules using Approximate Set Cover. The procedure NDSyn of Algorithm 1 uses the approximate set cover
algorithm for picking a few “high quality” rules among the
hundreds of candidates generated. The quality of the rule is
defined by the Score function based on the number of examples (not already covered by a previously generated rule) that
are consistent and inconsistent with the rule. Here, consistent
and inconsistent examples are those where the rule applies and

Algorithm 1 Stateful Noisy Disjunctive Synthesis
Require: Token-level examples D
Require: Pass threshold P
1: Dpass ← D, pass ← 0
2: R ← ⟨⟩
▷ Output rule-set sequence
3: while pass < P do
4:
Rpass ← NDSyn(Dpass )
5:
Dpass ← ∀x ∈ Dpass | Annotate(R, x)
6:
R ← R, Rpass
▷ Add Rpass to output sequence R
7:
pass ← pass + 1
8: return (R, Outliers(uncovered inputs))
9:
10: function NDSyn(D, Threshold 0 ≤ t ≤ 1)
11:
R′ ← ∅
12:
while significant fraction of inputs not covered do
13:
D′ ← Sample small subset of D
14:
R′ ← R′ ∪ Synth(D′ , ctx)
15:
return ApproxSetCover(D, R′ , t)
16:
17: function ApproxSetCover(D, R′ , t)
18:
uncovered ← D; R ← ∅
19:
while |uncovered| > t · |D| do
20:
r∗ ← argmaxr∈R′ Score(r, uncovered)
21:
R ← R ∪ {r∗ }
22:
uncovered ← uncovered \ {
23:
ex ∈ uncovered | Consistent(ex, r∗ )}
24:
return R
25:
26: function Score(r, S)
27:
incorrect ← {ex ∈ S | Inconsistent(ex, r)}
28:
correct ← {ex ∈ S | Consistent(ex, r)}
29:
if |incorrect| > ϵ · |S| then return 0
30:
return |correct|

produces the expected and unexpected output, respectively.
Note that there is a third category of examples – ones where
the rule does not apply at all. Hence, the procedure prioritizes
rules that are consistent with a large fraction of the data-set,
while making few mistakes.
Example 3.2. Using the case बचपन ⟨bachpan⟩ 7→ [b@.Ù.p@.n],
for the transformation न ⟨na⟩ 7→ /n/, a candidate rule generated is @ → ∅/_# (delete the schwa at the end of the word as
the default Hindi transformation is न ⟨na⟩ 7→ /n@/). This rule
applies consistently across all examples, and hence, is scored
highly and selected early.
Similarly, from च ⟨cha⟩ 7→ /Ù/, the rule @ → ∅/_C can be
generated. However, it is not a standard Hindi phonological
rule and is ranked very low due to a large number of inconsistent examples.
Multi-pass to synthesize stateful rules. After each iteration of Algorithm 1, we process the training data with the
rules R that were selected, annotating each token with the
rule that was used on it (if any). For example, if a token was processed using the DeleteSchwa transformation,
we add a feature called DeleteSchwa to the token. In
the next iteration, one of the allowed predicates would be
HasFeature(DeleteSchwa, _). At each pass i, we attempt to
produce the largest set of rules Rpass that can be applied without incorrectly transforming more than a fraction ϵ of the to-

kens. Eventually, after the pass bound P is reached, a sequence of rule sets R0 , R1 , . . . RP is returned, along with a
number of outliers. The outliers are the set of inputs on which
applying all of the returned rules R0 , . . . , RP still does not
produce the expected output.
Example 3.3. For the Hindi G2P scenario, the synthesizer produces the stateful rule
/@/ → ∅/RetainSchwa_RetainSchwa
This rule is equivalent to the hand-crafted stateful schwa
deletion rule from [Choudhury and Basu, 2002]. For बचपन
⟨bachpan⟩ after the first pass, the output is [b@.Ù@.p@.n]:
the characters ब ⟨ba⟩ and प ⟨pa⟩ were processed using
RetainSchwa (schwa was retained) and the last character न
⟨na⟩ had its schwa deleted. In the second pass, the above rule
deletes the schwa after च ⟨cha⟩: thus producing the final correct output [b@.Ù.p@.n].

4 Experiments and Results
We evaluated ProLinguist with respect to a number of different criteria:
(a) How does ProLinguist perform on data-sets where transformations are for a single morphological/phonological
process? (Section 4.1)
(b) How does ProLinguist perform on noisy grapheme-tophoneme data-sets that include multiple processes? (Section 4.2)
(c) Are the rules produced by ProLinguist linguistically interpretable, and does it lend itself to easy debugging? (Section 4.3)

4.1

Textbook and Lexical problems

We evaluated ProLinguist on a variety of textbook and lexical problems [Odden, 2005; Gussenhoven and Jacobs, 2017;
Farmer and Demers, 2010] (these are the same datasets used
for the evaluation in SyPhon [Barke et al., 2019]). The inputs
in these tasks are pairs of words in their underlying and surface
forms, and the goal is to learn the phonological process for
the transformations. The ground truth rules for each of these
tasks was taken from [Barke et al., 2019]. Table 1 summarizes the ProLinguist output for a subset of tasks. In the textbook problems, ProLinguist was able to match the accuracy of
SyPhon (both 100%). On the other hand, while for the flapping problems, ProLinguist is able to converge to 100% accuracy only with fewer examples as compared to SyPhon —
this is due to ProLinguist narrowing down on the context
[+stress]_[+syll] with just 20 examples. ProLinguist weights
the specificity of contexts significantly higher than SyPhon.
In terms of performance, ProLinguist takes between 30 and
170 seconds to learn the rules for the above data-sets as compared to the 5–30 seconds for SyPhon and 1-2 hours for [Ellis
et al., 2015]. The slow down as compared to SyPhon can be
mostly attributed to ProLinguist using FlashMeta for datadriven deduction-style synthesis as opposed to SMT solving,
which is more efficient. However, FlashMeta allows for more
expressive and easily customizable DSLs.

4.2

Grapheme to Phoneme Tasks

Our second set of experiments pertain to grapheme-tophoneme transformation (G2P). All G2P experiments were

Figure 1: WER, PER for Hindi and Tamil data sets with varying training data sizes.
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Table 1: Rules learnt for lexical and textbook problems
performed on Hindi and Tamil datasets, each containing
25000 words and their corresponding phonetic transcriptions
in IPA. The datasets were automatically generated by running
G2P converters currently being used in commercial TTS systems on frequently occurring words of the languages. We discovered transcription errors in around 10% of the cases, which
were isolated using heuristic rules. Each dataset was then split
into two sets: one containing the correct phonetic transcriptions, and the other with erroneous ones. We use the correct
set for doing performance and accuracy evaluation and interpretability studies, while using the combined set for debuggability studies (Sec 4.3).
Data.
We vary the training data size in the range
{100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000}. We create 10 different train-test splits with random seeds 1 to 10 for each
data size. The number of tokens varies from 1100 to
120000 for data sizes of 100 and 10000 words respectively.
ProLinguist takes 20 − 40 seconds for smaller data-sets (100200), 2 − 8 minutes for data-set of size 500, and about 3 hours
for the largest data-set (10000). However, as can be seen from
Table 1, the accuracy of ProLinguist saturates at 500 examples in the experiments.
Methods. For this task, we compare ProLinguist with
three open-source G2P tools: Sequitur [Bisani and Ney,
2008] which is a statistical model, CMU Sphinx [CMU,
2018] which is an LSTM based model and Phonetisaurus [Novak et al., 2012] which is a WFST based model. Note that unlike the other three systems, ProLinguist has access to domain
knowledge through the DSL.

▲ CMU Sphinx
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Table 2: Inferred G2P rules for Hindi and Tamil
Metrics. We use two evaluation metrics: Word Error Rate
(WER) and Phoneme Error Rate (PER). Let W be the set of all
words in the test set and P be the total number of phones in the
transcription of all words in W . For a given word w ∈ W , let
ĝ(w) and g ∗ (w) indicate the predicted and gold transcriptions
of the word w respectively. The metrics are defined as:
|{w ∈ W | ĝ(w) ̸= g ∗ (w)}|
WER =
|W |
∑
EditDistance(ĝ(w), g ∗ (w))
PER = w∈W
P
Figure 1 shows the WER and PER numbers for Hindi and
Tamil. As we can see, the performance of ProLinguist is comparable to Phonetisaurus and CMU Sphinx when the training data size is large. However, for small training data,
ProLinguist outperforms all other methods by a significant
margin. For instance, with just 100 training examples in
Hindi, ProLinguist achieves a WER of 10.4%, as compared
to 47.85% with Phonetisaurus.
Thus,
with
appropriate
domain
knowledge,
ProLinguist can be guided to learn linguistically sensible and general rules from a handful of examples. This is
especially beneficial for endangered and minority languages,
where procuring large amounts of labeled examples is difficult, but designing a DSL might be easy due to availability
of linguistic documentation for this or other typologically
similar languages. This property of ProLinguist makes
it a suitable choice for field linguists, who might want to
instantly discover rules and exceptions from small amounts of
linguistic data, and conduct a more informed data collection.
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Table 3: Coverage of synthesized programs.

4.3

Intrepretability and Debuggability

ProLinguist synthesized on an average 60 and 100 programs
for Hindi and Tamil respectively for the input size of 5000.
However, as Table 3 shows the top 8 − 9 rules cover 80%
of the input words. A manual examination of the top 8 − 9
rules showed that they correspond to well-known phonological rules in the languages, such as the anuswara rules and
the schwa retention or obligatory deletion rules as described
in Sec 2. The ⟨.n⟩ → ŋ/_ [velar] rule applies to around
6% of the examples, which makes it quite a generic rule.
ProLinguist also learns the multi-pass schwa deletion rule,
as described in Ohala (1983). For Tamil, a top rule that
ProLinguist outputs is:
[+voi] → [−voi] /#_ [half vowels]
A linguist could interpret this rule as “the consonants at the beginning of the word that are followed by the inherent vowel
schwa are rendered unvoiced.” In short, ProLinguist is able to
discover all the well-documented phonological rules of these
two languages with only a 100 − 200 examples and a linguistically grounded DSL. We highlight some of the major rules
synthesized by ProLinguist in the Appendix.
Debugging. ProLinguist enables debugging by automatically
identifying outliers. In addition to the outliers returned by Algorithm 1, words that are processed by rules that apply in very
few cases are also of interest for debugging. We examined
both these types of words in the Hindi and Tamil G2P dataset,
and manually categorized them into three different kinds.
Noisy Data. ProLinguist discovered 2 such cases: (1) Inconsistent Chandra-bindu handling. The chandra-bindu diacritic
in Hindi forces the previous vowel to be nasalized. In the data,
this nasalization was done inconsistently for a small fraction
of the cases. (2) Inconsistent schwa insertion in Tamil. Similarly, in certain contexts in Tamil an extra (incorrect) schwa
was inserted. ProLinguist again learnt a rule to insert this incorrect schwa, but the rule fired in very few instances, marking them as outliers. These were previously unknown limitations of the commercial TTS system we used for generating
the train-test data.
Loan words. Words borrowed from other languages often
have pronunciations that differ from the norm. For example,
in the loan word हैलो ⟨hailo⟩ in Hindi (corresponding to the
English word “hello”) the ◌ै⟨ai⟩ is pronounced as /e/ instead
of /E/ as in all native Hindi words.
Known Exceptions. Every language has some known exceptions. For instance, in Hindi, schwa is usually pronounced as
/@/. However, in certain rare cases, it is pronounced /e/ (for
example, in the word शहर ⟨shahar⟩ 7→ [Se.he.r]). These exceptions are also identified by ProLinguist as outliers.
This ability to identify and flag inconsistencies and rarely
used rules is an extremely useful facet of ProLinguist. Some
of the issues flagged above are extremely hard to discover
manually.

4.4

Current limitations

• The running time of ProLinguist increases significantly
if a large number of overlapping features are provided.
One solution to this problem is to explore the clusters in
a ranked fashion during synthesis. We leave this extension to future work.
• ProLinguist outputs rules in the DSL specified in Section 3. However, these programs can be rewritten into SPE notation easily.
While this postprocessing is currently manual, we intend to automate this in the future.
For example, one of
the Hindi anusvara rules from Table 2 is produced
as if(hasFeature(relPos(token, 1), [palatal])
replaceBy(token, ⟨.n⟩, /ñ/), and is rewritten as
shown in the table.

5 Related Work and Discussion
Machine learning, and particularly deep learning, is the popular approach to most NLP problems these days. For instance,
G2P systems have been built using CRFs [Wang and King,
2011; Lehnen et al., 2013], and LSTMs [Rao et al., 2015;
Yao and Zweig, 2015; Jyothi and Hasegawa-Johnson, 2017].
Nevertheless, rule-based systems are also central to several
NLP tasks such as text normalization, G2P and morphological analysis, where rules already exist or are easy to design by
experts.
Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) are the early rulelearning systems [Casacuberta and Vidal, 2004; Beesley and
Karttunen, 2003; Mohri and Sproat, 1996] that can be trained
with positive training examples. DFAs have been used in
learning rules for G2P [Novak et al., 2012] and morphology [Karttunen and Beesley, 2005]. Statefulness of DFAs
provide them sufficient power for representing many linguistic phenomena; however, it is difficult to encode linguistic
insights during DFA training.
Decision Trees are a very powerful technique that can
learn interpretable if-then-else rules. They have been successfully employed in G2P [Andersen et al., 1996; Suontausta
and Häkkinen, 2000], text normalization [Raj et al., 2007],
prosodic modeling [Lee and Oh, 1999], etc. However, by
their very nature, they are state-less classifiers. Modeling
statefulness is difficult, though can be done through appropriate feature engineering.
Our method is complementary to the above approaches. A
program can be thought of as a DFA, a sequence of if-thenelse statements, ranking of constraints, and a combination of
any or all of these. In that sense, program synthesis makes
little assumptions about the nature of the underlying linguistic
phenomena. It is the DSL that provides cues on what are more
likely transformations. The higher level of abstraction used by
ProLinguist is advantageous on many fronts: amount of data
required, interpretability, debugging, and customizability. We
believe that our proposed techniques can be used in parallel to
machine learning techniques to add a layer of interpretability.
[Brill, 1995] presents an iterative rule-based learning system to minimize the error in local labelling assuming that
neighbors are tagged correctly. The process works by enumerating over all transformations and finding the best context

to apply it under. The process is Markovian, i.e., the context
is given by a single preceding token, and hence, can be enumerated over. In contrast, our work uses a sophisticated program synthesis technique to generate both the transformation
as well as the context.
A closely related recent work is SyPhon [Barke et al.,
2019] where the authors use constraint-solving based program
synthesis to generate rules for phonological processes. This
technique is more suited towards noise-free single process
tasks with no rule interaction, making the synthesis very efficient. On the other hand, our techniques are mostly focused
on handling multiple processes at once using interacting rules.
Additionally, SyPhon is restricted to contexts of size 1 while
the FlashMeta synthesis framework allows us to handle larger
and non-standard contexts.
[Şahin et al., 2020] introduced a dataset where the rules
have to be inferred from a very few (typically 5-15) examples. We believe ProLinguist can solve these problems where
the DSL contains the appropriate meta-linguistic information
which the authors mention as a necessity.
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Conclusion

We propose a novel program synthesis based technique
ProLinguist to generate phonological rules. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the technique in producing results from small amounts of training data, while providing
additional value in the form interpretability and debuggability. ProLinguist can be used to learn interpretable rules even
from larger datasets in a scalable way. These results suggest
a novel way of combining large uninterpretable models with
rule-based systems, by using ProLinguist as an aid in understanding, maintaining, and debugging neural network based
models. In the future, we intend to conduct a study into the
benefits of using ProLinguist in this manner. Further, we believe that a similar ProLinguist-like system can be used for
other NLP tasks such as transliteration and text normalization,
and intend to fully explore these possibilities.
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Synthesized G2P Rules

We mention some of the prominent G2P rules which were synthesized and sorted by frequency of occurrence of the rule.
Some of these rules are state-full rules and should be interpreted as
A → B/Pred_
A is transformed to B if the left context was transformed by a
Boolean Pred.

A.1

For Hindi

We provide the rules inferred for Hindi and the tokens covered
by them.
Rules

Tokens covered

/@/ → ∅/_V
/@/ → ∅/_#
/@/ → @/#_C
/@/ → @/⟨.h⟩_C
⟨.n⟩ → η/_[retroflex]
/l@/ → l/[high vowel]_[dental]
/h@/ → h/C_
/@/ → ∅/DeleteSchwa_RetainSchwa

19401
4930
3265
772
317
31
20
20

Table 4: Hindi G2P Rules

A.2

For Tamil

We provide the rules inferred for Tamil and the tokens covered
by them.
Rules
[
]
+voi
[
]
−voi
[
]
+voi
[
]
+voi
[
]
+voi

Tokens covered
→
→
→
→
→

Other Synthesized Rules

The rules mentioned are for English Past Tense and English
Continuous. Suffixes ⟨d⟩ and ⟨ing⟩ are dropped. We infer the
rules after reducing the transformation to its root form. We
mention the rules which require insertion of ⟨e⟩ or duplicate
the last character A → AA/X_Y.
Problem

Rules

English Past Tense

∅ → ⟨e⟩/C_#
C → CC/V_

English Continuous

⟨e⟩ → ∅/_#
⟨i⟩ → ⟨y⟩/C_

Japanese

/t/ → d/C_

Table 6: Synthesized Rules for Other Problems

Appendix
A

B

[

]
−voi /_⟨.n⟩
{ } { }
[
]
V
V
_
+voi /
C
C
[
]
−voi /#_V
[
]
−voi /_#
[
]
−voi /[vallinum]⟨.n⟩_DeleteSchwa

⟨ch⟩ → s@/#_DeleteSchwa

Table 5: Tamil G2P Rules

15120
3423
2769
278
200
82

